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Abstract 
A closed A-term E is called an enumerator if V’M E A0 3n E N Ernl =p M. Here A0 is the set 
of closed A-terms, N is the set of natural numbers and the rn7 are the Church numerals Afx.f”x. 
Such an E is called reducing if moreover VM E A” 3n E N Ernl +p M. In 1983 I conjectured 
that every enumerator is reducing. An ingenious recursion theoretic proof of this conjecture by 
Statman is presented in Barendregt (1992). The proof is not intuitionistically valid, however. 
Dirk van Dalen has encouraged me to find intuitionistic proofs whenever possible. In the lambda 
calculus this is usually not difficult. In this paper an intuitionistic version of Statmans proof will 
be given. It took me somewhat longer to find it than in other cases. 
1. Introduction 
If we have proved in Heytings arithmetic I-IA that E is an enumerator, then by 
Statmans result we can prove in Peano’s arithmetic PA that E is reducing. The statement 
that a combinator is a reducing enumerator is II2. ’ Therefore, by a well-known result of 
Kreisel, it follows that also in HA one can prove that E is reducing. So the reader may 
wonder why we give an intuitionistic proof of Statmans theorem. The first reason is that 
there is a difference between knowing that a statement A can be proved intuitionistically 
and having an intuitionistic proof. By Kreisels result we have a general recipe for 
transforming any proof Dp* in PA of a @-statement into a proof DHA in HA. But in 
order to obtain DHA in this way, we first have to write down a formalized proof of A 
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and then apply the recipe. The result is a formal proof but may not be understandable. 
The second reason is that by using Kreisels general recipe one only obtains the validity 
of the rule 
t-u* E is an enumerator =+ ~HA E is a reducing enumerator. 
A concrete HA proof of a statement A may be such that it also shows the implication 
within HA: 
Tut E is an enumerator + E is a reducing enumerator. 
Indeed our constructive proof will yield the validity of this direct implication. 
Statmans result is stronger than just stated. He showed in PA the following. Let 
A C A0 be an r.e. set. Suppose 
V’MEA”3NEdN=pM. (1) 
Then 
QMEA03NEdN-HpM. (2) 
By applying this to the set A = {E’nl ( n E N} one obtains his result concerning 
enumerators E. We will prove 
FHA (1) + (2). 
2. Statmans proof 
We use lambda calculus notation from Barendregt [ l] and recursion theoretic nota- 
tions from Rogers [4]. In particular if $ is a partial recursive function, then $(n)J 
means that e(n) is defined and e(n) T means that #(n) is undefined. A set A C N 
is called recursively enumerable (r.e.) if for some partial recursive @:N-+N one has 
A = dom( $) , i.e. Q’n E N [n E A ti 9 (n) 11. In the following the reader is supposed to 
know some elementary properties of r.e. sets. For example, that if A and its complement 
are both r.e., then A is recursive; moreover, that there exists a set K c N that is r.e. but 
not recursive. 
Lemma 2.1. Let M E A. Then there is an Ml E A in /3-nf such that Ml1 -HP M and 
FV(M) = FV(M1). Here I E hx.x. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of M we define Ml as in the following table. 
M Ml 
X Az.zx 
w2 ~z.z(z9z)(ZQlz~ 
Ax.P Azx.zS z 
Then by induction it follows that Ml1 -HP M and FV(M) = FV(Ml). 0 
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Remember that a term A4 E A is of order 0 if for no P E A one has M =p Ax.P. For 
example (Ax.xx) ( Ax.xx) is of order 0. 
Lemma 2.2. (i) For every partial recursive function $ there is a term F E A0 such 
that for all n E N one has 
$(n)i + Frnl =p ‘$(n)l 
+(n)T + Frn7 is of order 0. 
(ii) Let K C N be an r.e. set. Then for some PK E A” one has for all n E N 
nEK + PK’rz--wpI; 
n $ K + PKrn7 is of order 0. 
Proof. (i) Inspection of the usual proof of the h-definability of the partial recursive 
functions shows that in case the function is undefined on an argument the representing 
h-term is of order 0 on the corresponding numeral. For another proof due to Statman, 
see [3]. 
(ii) Let K = dam($). Let $ be A-defined by F. Then take PK G Ac.Fcll, noting that 
for Church’s numerals one has ‘n’ll =p I. 0 
Theorem 2.3 (Statman [5] ). Let A G A0 (after coding) be an r.e. set. Suppose 
VMEA03NEdN=& (3) 
Then 
‘dMEA03NEdN--H4M. (4) 
Proof. Assume (3). Suppose towards a contradiction that (4) does not hold, i.e. for 
some MO E A0 
VNEdNfxpMo. (5) 
Using Lemma 2.1 construct a term Ml in /3-nf such that Mil ++p MO. Let P = PK as 
in Lemma 2.2 for some non-recursive r.e. set K. Define a predicate R on N as follows: 
R(n) _ 3N E d3Q E A [P’nl +p Q & N -+p QMtl]. 
Note that R is an r.e. predicate. Claim 
R(n) _ n@ K. 
As to (+), suppose R(n), i.e. for some N E A and Q E A one has 
Prn7 -HP Q and N -+p QMiI. 
If n E K, then I =p Prnl =p Q, so by the Church-Rosser theorem Q -++p I and therefore 
N dP lM,l ++p MO, contradicting (5). Therefore n $ K and we are done. 
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As to (e), suppose n 4 K. Then Prn7 is of order 0. By (3) there is an N E A such 
that N =p P’nlMr I. By the Church-Rosser theorem there is a common reduct L of N 
and P’n’MI I. Since Prnl is of order 0 and Ml, I are in nf one must have L E QA41 I 
with P’n’ ++p Q. Therefore R(n). 
From the claim it follows that the complement of K is r.e., hence recursive (since K 
is itself r.e.) contradicting the choice of K. 0 
What is happening here? Given A and a term M, we want to construct a term N E A 
such that N -+ M. We know that there is a term N,, = P,MtI, with P, 5 PK’n’. Now 
nEK * P,++I; 
n # K + N,, is of order 0 
+ N,, * P;M,I, 
for some P,’ (c P,,. If -in some “dialectic” way -one would have n E K 8z n $?! K we 
would be done. Indeed, then 
This is impossible of course. But for some e and PL’-P, one has 
because otherwise N - K = {n 1 3P,’ +P,, N,, -+ P,‘MlI}; since the latter set is r.e., the 
negation theorem implies that K is recursive, contrary to the choice of K. Therefore one 
has for this e 
3. The intuition&tic proof 
The difficulty making this reasoning constructive is the following. The e to be con- 
structed is found via the unsolvability of the halting problem. So let K = {n ) q$,(n)l} 
and R be an r.e. set such that N-K G R. We want to construct an e such that e E Rfl K. 
Now let R = W, = {n ( qSe (n) 1). Then 
e#R + e$W, + eEN-K + eER. 
Therefore by reductio ad absurdum e E R = W, and hence also e E K. Intuitionistically 
one has only 11 (e E R fI K) . By analysing why N - K C R we can nevertheless prove 
that e E R and hence e E R II K. 
Lemma 3.1. The following is provable in HA. Let K be an r.e. set. Then for some 
P=P~~A’onehasforalln~N 
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n E K =+ Prn7 -++p I; 
Prn7 ++ Ax.M + n E K. 
In particulal; n $ K + Prn7 is of order 0. 
Proof. Let E be a reducing self-interpreter, e.g. the one constructed by I? de Bruin, 
see [2]. Using Lemma 2.1 let Et be a p-nf such that Er I + E. Let t be a recursive 
predicate such that 
n E K I 3kt(n,k). 
Let t be h-defined by T E AD. By the second fixed-point theorem, see [ 11, there exists 
a term H E A0 such that 
Hxy -+ Txy(K41)(l)E1’H1x(S+y), 
where (M) = Ax.xM and S+ A-defines the successor function. We set P 3 hx.Hx’Ol. 
In order to show that P satisfies the requirements, define 
A; z I if 3k’ < k t(n, k’); 
E Hrn--kT else. 
Claim A; -++ A!+,. If Ai = I because 3k’ < k t( n, k’), then also At+, = I and we 
are done. Otherwise AZ = Hrnl’kl because Glk’ < k t(n, k’). Then we have the 
following. 
Case 1. t(n, k) holds. Then Trnl’kl ---H true and 
Hrn7’k7 -++ Trn1rk1(K41)(I)E~rH1rn1(S+rk1) 
* true(K41)(I)EtrH1’n1(‘k+ 1’) 
-sk K41EtrH1’n1’k + l1 
- I = A;+,. 
Case 2. t(n, k) does not hold. Then T’nl’k’ - false and 
Hrnlr k1 - Trnlrkl( K41) (l)ErrH1’nl(Sfrkl) 
-++ false(K41)(I)ErrH1’n1(‘k+ 1’) 
-))sk (I)E,‘H1’nl’k+ l1 
* El lrH1’nl’k + l1 
- E’H-“n-“k + l1 
--N H’n-“k+ll-_A” _ 
k+l 
In the above +sk means that the reduction involves at least one gk-step of completely 
developing all present redexes in a term. Therefore we have that 
g : prnl + A; 4 A; - . . . -i+ Ai ++ . . . 
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is a quasi-Gross-Knuth reduction path, hence by [ 1, Theorem 13.2.111, a cofinal re- 
duction sequence starting with Prn7. 
Now suppose that n E K. Then t(n, k) for some k. Therefore 
Prnl --)f Ai E I. 
Suppose on the other hand that Prnl + Ax.M. Then by the cofinality of u it fol- 
lows that Ax.M --H Ai for some k. But then A; E I is the only possibility; therefore 
nEK. Cl 
Now we can give the proof of the main theorem. 
Theorem 3.2 (Constructive version of Theorem 2.3). Thefollowing is provable in HA. 
Let A C A0 be an r.e. set. Suppose 
(f-3 
Then 
(7) 
Proof. Suppose we have (6). Given M E A0 we want to construct an N E A such that 
N * M. Let K = {n E N 1 qb,(n)J} and P = PK as in Lemma 3.1. Define 
Clearly R is an r.e. set. Let R = W, in the notation of Rogers [4]. By the assumption 
there exists an N E A such that N = P’elMI I. Therefore by the Church-Rosser theorem 
for some L E A” one has 
N -+ L (c P’elMll. 
Case 1. In the given reduction PrelM1l + L the head Pre7 is never reduced to a 
term of the form Ax.T. Then L G QMil for some Q + P’el. Then e E R = W,, so 
e E K, hence Prel = I and therefore Q + I. But then 
N * L - QM,l + Mil + M. 
Case 2. In the given reduction Pre7Mll + L the head Prel is reduced to a term of 
the form Ax.T. Then by Lemma 3.1 it follows that e E K so e E W, = R and therefore 
r N+Q’MtIforsomeQ’+P e l. Since e E K again we have Q’ ++ I and hence 
N-M. 0 
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